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a guide to making  

Espresso 
When extracted properly, 18-21g coffee is extracted to 33-42g of espresso in 25-30 
seconds. This will result in a balanced standard double espresso.  
 
These parameters are important, but more importantly is taste. Flavor profiles can be 
adjusted and tuned by making slight changes to grind to produce faster or slower shots.  
 

Step 1: 

Make sure your basket is clean and dry 
Before anything, rinse the basket and using a dry-cloth wipe-dry ensuring any coffee 
grounds or oils are cleaned from previous use. 

Step 2: 

Measure and dose your coffee 
Using a scale, does your coffee evenly throughout the basket. Consistent dose weights 
will ensure a consistent shot of espresso. Stay within 0.5g of your recipe dose. 

Step 3: 

Level your coffee 
Using your finger or a tool, create a level surface of coffee on top of the basket. If 
unlevel, when tamped it will create different densities of coffee to be extracting resulting 
in unevenly extracted espresso that will be unpleasant and unbalanced. 
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Step 4: 

Tamping 
The key to tamping is to apply level and firm pressure. This will create an even surface 
across the coffee in the basket. If the puck is uneven it will create similar results to coffee 
that is unlevel in step 3. The amount of pressure should be firm enough that when the 
basket is flipped the puck will not fall out, however it should not be too firm as this can 
lead to over-extraction.  

Step 5: 

Flush your grouphead 
Prior to extracting your shot, turn the grouphead on for a few seconds to flush out any 
water that may not be at the boiler temperature.  

Step 6: 

Insert and extract 
Insert your portafilter into the grouphead making sure it is secure. If it is not sealed, 
water can get below the coffee creating un-even extraction. Once you start extracting 
keep an eye out for the following: 

1. The start of your stream will be darker turning lighter and producing crema 
2. Once the stream becomes blonde and bows out the coffee is fully extracted  
3. Remove your shot from below, knock your puck, and flush your grouphead again 

to finish 
4. Taste your shot, if you get a bitter or sour shot one parameter needs adjusting 

a. See a guide to Dialing Espresso 

 


